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IT IS VERY DIFFICULT TO
OBSERVE THE RESURRECTION
— Father Sean Mullen —

T

he recent death of the physicist Stephen
Hawking put big questions on the front
pages of the papers again for a few
minutes. Can we make sense of the
universe around us? Is it possible to come up with a
unified theory of everything? Where did the cosmos
come from and why did it come into being? Hawking’s heroic personal story make his scientific and
mathematical insights and achievements all the
more remarkable. It may seem odd to begin an
Easter reflection with reference to Hawking, who
was an atheist who declared that “it is not necessary
to invoke God to… set the universe going,” and who
proclaimed that heaven “is a fairy story for people
who are afraid of the dark.” (The Guardian, 15 May
2011, by Ian Sample). But I think his brilliant
legacy can be a help to us in trying to understand
what Easter is. As the New York Times said in its
obituary about the great theoretician, he made
enormous progress in the quest “to connect gravity
and quantum mechanics, those warring descriptions of the large and the small, to explain a universe
that seems stranger than anybody had thought.”
(NY Times, 14 March 2018, by Dennis Overbye)
The Times’ summation of Hawking’s avenue of
inquiry sounds like it could, in many ways, apply to
the church’s proclamation of Easter. We have this
man, Jesus, of indefinite historical importance, in a
far-flung corner of a powerful empire, whose death
would probably not have made the front pages,
whose life, story, and followers nevertheless changed
the world. There is something about the confluence
of the minuscule and the vast in the Passion and
Resurrection of Jesus that resonates with the physicist’s inquiry into the confluence of the forces of the
cosmos.
Matthew’s account of the Passion and Resurrection
is at particular pains to suggest that this highly loTHE LION’S MARK
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calized event carries with it cosmic implications, that in the smallness of
both the Cross and of the empty tomb, God is doing something of
immense, supreme significance, that points to a reality of deep complexity, nuance, mercy and love far more complex than any of us can imagine.
It is Saint Matthew who tells us that “darkness came over the whole
land,” that “the curtain of the temple was torn in two,” and that “the
earth shook” at the hour of Jesus’
death. And it is Matthew who
puts the great commission on the
lips of the risen Jesus, telling his
followers to enlist “all nations” in
their fellowship.
Perhaps the Christian story has
become so worn out in modern
minds that we often fail to
perceive the cosmic consequences of it amid the banal smallness
of its unsurprising details. When
we encounter it this way, it seems
perfectly reasonable to make
Good Friday about hot cross
buns and Easter about chocolate
bunnies - nice traditions that are
pleasant for the kids, but of no
particularly exciting meaning in
the universe.

worked on. It is very difficult to observe the Resurrection. We find ourselves repeatedly trying to say that the Resurrection is like this or like
that, that God is like this or like that, since we cannot say exactly or
comprehensively what God is or what God is doing through the mystery
of his love. We resort to simile and metaphor, and Jesus taught in
parables. It is very difficult to observe the Resurrection.

A Colony of Heaven:
Reflections by the
Rector so far…
Our discussions about strengthening the parish have been a
helpful start to a conversation that will, I hope, contribute to
the growth and wellbeing of the parish. Each of our discussions has begun with an all-too-brief discussion of a portion
of Romans 12. In these discussions we have noted the importance of the themes of diversity amid unity, and the importance of the variety of gifts given to various people. We have
considered, with some delight, what it might mean to claim a
personal motto from these verses: “Never flag in zeal!” “Hold
fast to what is good!” And my favorite, “Be aglow with the
Spirit!” The clergy and Vestry will look for ways to continue
this conversation, so we can do a better job as a parish of
inviting people to Saint Mark’s, welcoming when they are
here, and connecting them to the life and ministry of the
parish community. Thanks to all who have participated in
these important conversations!

But in the Paschal mystery which is how we describe the collective reality of salvation won for
all people by the Passion, Death,
and Resurrection of Jesus - the
church has long understood that
we are gazing into questions (and
answers) every bit as significant
as the questions (and answers)
that Stephen Hawking so delighted to help the world engage. Unlike Hawking, however, we don’t
need to see his path of inquiry as irrelevant to ours. We are absolutely
free to welcome his insights for the light that they shed on ours. I
strongly suspect, for instance, that what he learned about black holes
could teach us a lot out the power of the Cross, if only we were able to
speak one another’s language.

You and I are part of the small
particularity that somehow
converges with the immensity
of the universe at Easter, since
we are invited to live with the
risen Jesus in his new life in
ways that are maybe stranger
than we expected when we started this journey. That is to say, we are
invited to live in fellowship with the risen Lord, in whom dwells all the
immense power that brought the cosmos into being.

Stephen Hawking didn’t know what would happen to him when he died,
and I suppose I don’t either, in any specific way. But I think it is no
dishonor to his memory to hope that even now he is closer to understanding the mysteries of the cosmos into which he peered so intently
and so deeply and so fruitfully. I hope that he is experiencing a confluence of the immense power at the center of the universe with the relative
smallness yet wonderful beauty of his own life. And I express this hope
not because I am afraid of the dark, and certain that he is not, but
because I believe.

The Times obituary reports that Hawking explained that he had never
been awarded the Nobel Prize because “The Nobel is given only for
theoretical work that has been confirmed by observation. It is very, very
difficult to observe the things I have worked on.” (Overbye in the NY
Times, cited above). Once again the parallel to the Christian proclamation of Easter is notable: it is very difficult to observe the things we have
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Like the mysteries that Stephen
Hawking pondered, which no
one has actually observed, no
one actually observed the Resurrection on that first Easter
morning. But for thousands of
years the evidence of the Resurrection has been made known
to God’s people by their
on-going encounters with the
living Lord, and by the power of
his love in our lives, which we
cannot explain any other way.
Just because it is difficult to
observe, does not mean there is
nothing to be learned, or that
wisdom is not to be found.
Physics has confirmed that
there is no reason not to inquire
deeply into things that are extremely difficult, maybe impossible, to observe, and to expect
thereby to gain insight.
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dates to
remember
APRIL
9

The Feast of the Annunciation
7 p.m. Sung Mass

14

Garden Work Day
9 a.m. to 2 p.m.

25

The Feast of Saint Mark
the Evangelist
7 p.m. Pontifical High Mass with
Confirmation and Reception

MAY
6

Choral Evensong and
Benediction, 4 p.m.

10

The Feast of the Ascension
7 p.m. Solemn High Mass
Saint Mark’s Academy dinner
following

20

The Day of Pentecost
Masses at 8 a.m., 9 a.m., 11 a.m.

27

Trinity Sunday
Masses at 8 a.m., 9 a.m., 11 a.m.

28

Memorial Day
10 a.m. Low Mass
Parish Office closed

JUNE
2

Parish Picnic

3

The Solemnity of Corpus Christi
11 a.m. Choral High Mass
with Procession and Benediction
of the Blessed Sacrament

MUSIC AT SAINT MARK’S
Robert McCormick

I write this the week before Holy Week, and though my mind is preoccupied by endless musical
and liturgical details for the forthcoming liturgies, my prayer is that the music offered at each
service will be a fitting “handmaid” for the liturgies themselves, drawing all of us as the Body of
Christ into deeper devotion.

On the Saturday after Easter, the combined choirs of adults, boys, and girls, will journey together
to New York City for the weekend. This will be a fruitful endeavor, a way to share our music with
other congregations, and a means by which our choirs may more closely bond. We will sing the 11
a.m. Mass at Saint Thomas Church Fifth Avenue, including works of American composers
McNeil Robinson and Gary Davison, and will join with the Choir of the Cathedral Church of St.
John the Divine for Choral Evensong at 4 p.m., singing the Mount St. Alban Service of David
Hogan, among numerous other works. The choirs, parents, and I are deeply grateful for the
generous support of the clergy and people of Saint Mark’s, in helping make this trip possible.
The choirs will of course be back in situ on the following Sunday, April 15, and the full choirs sing
through Sunday, June 10. Something nearly always on my mind is recruitment of boys and girl
choristers. Overall, our numbers are healthy, and the program has continued to grow each year.
We now have 24 choristers enrolled, including probationers who attend rehearsals but don’t yet
sing for services. However, we have a particular need to recruit boys to the choir, as it is my aim to
maintain as close to an even balance of boys and girls as possible. If you know any boys, 7 and
older, who seem interested in music, please reach out and let me know. I should add that often it
takes a visit or two for any such interest to manifest itself! Potential choristers and their parents
are always welcome to visit rehearsals and get a sense of the choir; all they need to do is to make
arrangements with me. I continue to be grateful for the support of the whole parish in making this
vibrant ministry, formation for children through music, possible.
Finally, as you may have read in greater detail, we look
forward to welcoming David Heinze to the parish on
September 1 as the Gerre Hancock Fellow in Church
Music. This is a full-time position, made possible
through joint sponsorship with the Association of
Anglican Musicians. Four finalists from a larger pool of
applicants came to interview for the position. We were
blessed with a stellar group of talented young church
musicians, and David impressed us greatly with his
musicianship and his sense of vocation as a church
musician. A native of Michigan, he holds an undergraduate degree in organ performance from Hope
College, and currently is completing a Master’s degree
in choral conducting at the University of Cambridge,
where he also serves as Organ Scholar of Selwyn
College, Cambridge. His presence will enrich our
music program and parish life greatly, and I know he
will be welcomed warmly.

I remain deeply grateful to be among all of you in ministry together.
THE LION’S MARK
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10 a.m. Forum
Mother Nora Johnson

We will be wrapping up this year of classes with some very rich opportunities in
April and May. Speakers will talk about Jesuits, Martin Luther, a new expression
of monasticism, and outreach for young adults. There will be poems at Easter and
discussions of the Sacrament of Confirmation and the Feast of Corpus Christi.
This is a wonderful way to get to know the parish if you are new here, and a chance
to learn about your faith even if you have been with us for many decades. Coffee is
always available, and discussion is lively. We finish in plenty of time for Choral
High Mass at 11 a.m.
APRIL 8: POEMS FOR EASTERTIDE

Join Mother Nora Johnson for a
reading of poems that help us rejoice
in and ponder the Resurrection.
APRIL 15: THE “LAVALETTE
AFFAIR” JESUITS, MONEY,
AND SLAVES IN THE
FRENCH CARIBBEAN

Parishioner Andrew Dial is a fellow
in Early American Religious Studies
at Penn, whose research shows that
Jesuit priests were deeply embedded
in the merchant networks, investment portfolios, and plantation
slavery that defined capitalism in the
1700s. Fr. Antione Lavalette, the
head of the Jesuit mission on Martinique, created a currency exchange
network which lead to the Jesuits’
1764 expulsion from France.
Come hear Andrew speak about his
fascinating work.
APRIL 22: CONFIRMATION

Mother Nora Johnson will lead a discussion of this sacrament and its
history. We’ll look at the liturgy for
Confirmations in the Book of
Common Prayer in preparation for
the Confirmations that will take place
on Saint Mark’s Day, April 25.
APRIL 29: THE ANAMCHARA
FELLOWSHIP

Anamchara is a Gaelic word for “soul
friend.” The Anamchara Fellowship is
a new expression of the monastic tradition that teaches the Faith of Christ
by whatever means are at its disposal,
and promotes the ministries of
teaching, spiritual direction, and
pastoral care. Sister Barbara Trinitas,
whom you may know as our parishioner Sister Barbara Nyce, is a professed
member who will give us an introduction to the fellowship’s work.
THE LION’S MARK

MAY 6, 13, AND 20: LUTHER AND
THE SACRAMENTS

Summer Fun
at Choir
Camp
Spring has barely sprung here in Philadelphia, but already
it is time to be making your plans for Summer Choir Camp.
Our camp this year runs from August 6 – August 10, and
registration forms are available on line at the Saint Mark’s
website, under the Music tab.

Now is the perfect time of year to make Summer Choir
Camp a part of your summer plans, especially because now
– before school is out for the summer – is the perfect time
to invite a friend or a classmate to join you. Our camp is
intended primarily as a way of sharing the gifts of Saint
Mark’s and of the Gospel with families who live in our city
but do not regularly attend church here. Of course, the
week is an enriching and joy-filled week for our parishioners, and it is of fundamental importance to the formation
of our Boys and Girls Choir. But the week is also a prime
opportunity for introducing someone you know to all that
this camp offers. We hope that this year, as in years past, we
will open wide our doors to welcome children of all ages
from all over the city into the worship, prayer, singing,
learning, and fellowship of this generous community. Our
camp is extremely affordable, and scholarships are available
for any children who might need them. There is always
room at our camp for more singing voices!

Join parishioner Professor Phil Cary,
author of a forthcoming book on
Luther and Protestant theology, for a
discussion of this theologian who is
crucial to our own tradition. Luther’s
commitment to the efficacy of sacraments puts him in a position between
Catholicism and what most of us
would call Protestantism. And the
difference is not just theoretical, but
shapes people’s lives differently. It’s
the difference, for example, between
saying “I’m a Christian because
I accepted Christ into my life” and
“I’m a Christian because I was
baptized.” Luther says the latter, and
takes great comfort in it. A three-part
series.

What could you say to invite someone to our Choir Camp?
You could tell them that it provides two different classes for
different age groups (Schola for children aged 3-7, and
Choir for children aged 8 and up). You could tell them that
every day their children will be learning about how to sing
in their most beautiful, God-given voices. You could tell
them that they’ll be taught by talented professional musicians and led by dedicated church volunteers. You could tell
them that every day there will be time for prayer and games,
Bible stories and art, and (of course) a delicious lunch and
snacks. Most importantly, you could tell them of the experiences your own children have had at Choir Camp – the
friends they’ve made, the talents they’ve discovered, the
songs they’ve learned, and the Grace they’ve experienced.
You could tell them why Summer Choir Camp has
mattered in the life of your family and how keen we are to
expand our parish family to include theirs.

MAY 27: THE ZOE PROJECT

Saint Mark’s is one of twelve churches
selected to receive a $20,000 grant to
launch a young adult initiative as part
of the Zoe Project, based at Princeton
Theological Seminary. Members of
the team who are working on this initiative have exciting updates for us.
Come hear what they have been
working on and where they are
headed.
JUNE 3: CORPUS CHRISTI

What exactly does this feast day
celebrate? Who observes it and who
does not? Join Mother Nora Johnson
for a discussion of the theology and
history of a beautiful observance in
our tradition.

Summer Choir Camp
registrations are now
open—Please spread the
Good News!
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SAINT MARK’S CHURCH OFFERS AN EXCITING CHOIR CAMP FOR TWO AGE GROUPS!

2018 SUMMER CHOIR CAMP
MONDAY, AUGUST 6 — FRIDAY, AUGUST 10

SCHOLA • AGES 3-7

CHOIR • AGES 8+

Lunch and snacks provided with extended care 8-9 a.m.

Daily from 9 a.m. – 4 p.m.

Spend a week with professional musicians, teachers, and faithful
volunteers, exploring the wonders of music. The week includes
voice lessons, Bible stories, games, craft projects, and more.

Lunch and snacks provided with extended care 8-9 a.m. and 4-6 p.m.

Daily from 9 a.m. – 1 p.m.

(GIRLS & BOYS WITH UNCHANGED VOICES)

Early registration by July 1: $15
Regular registration after July 1: $25
Includes lunch, snacks, and extended care

Experience award-winning choral training in the English
cathedral tradition along with field trips, bowling, swimming, and
other fun children’s activities.
Early registration by July 1: $150
Regular registration after July 1: $200
Includes lunch, snacks, and extended care

REGISTER
TODAY!

REGISTER
TODAY!

Internationally known as a trainer
of children’s voices, Mr. McCormick
is a widely-respected concert
organist. Young choristers he has
Robert McCormick trained have performed as soloists
Organist and Choirmaster with the Washington National
Opera, the Philadelphia Orchestra,
and other noted organizations.

Mother Takacs has served as
a priest at Saint Mark’s
Church since 2011. Before
going to seminary, she
The Rev. Erika Takacs enjoyed an active career
Priest for Children’s
as a choral conductor,
Formation
music teacher, and
professional singer.

Saint Mark’s Church

Register Today • www.SaintMarksPhiladelphia.org
P a rt i a l a nd ful l sch o la rs h i ps ava i l a b le
1 6 2 5 L O C U S T S T R E E T, P H I L A D E L P H I A
THE LION’S MARK
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Legacies, Planned
Gifts, & Bequests
St. Barnabas is generally thought to have been a
cousin of St. Mark, as well as being one of St.
Paul’s closest allies and companions in ministry.
But he also has an association as a saint of great
generosity. The Acts of the Apostles tells us:
“There was not a needy person among them, for
as many as were possessors of lands or houses
sold them, and brought the proceeds of what was
sold and laid it at the apostles’ feet; and distribution was made to each as any had need.
Thus Joseph who was surnamed Barnabas (which
means, Son of encouragement), a Levite, a native
of Cyprus, sold a field which belonged to him, and brought the money
and laid it at the apostles’ feet.” (Acts 4:34-36)
Because of his affiliation with St. Mark, St. Barnabas is depicted on the
Rood Beam of the church. He is the figure on the far right, beside St. John,
opposite St. Mark. What a wonderful connection for our forbears to have
made for us! Both the connection to our patron saint and the significance of
his act of giving make him an appropriate namesake for a planned giving
society. Earlier this year the Vestry authorized the establishment of a
planned giving society at Saint Mark’s to borrow its name from our patron’s
cousin: the Barnabas Society. The purpose of the society is to recognize
those who have included planned gifts to Saint Mark’s in their wills, and to
encourage this type of giving to the church. We are in the initial stages of
organizing the society. In the meantime, you can designate Saint Mark’s as
a beneficiary in your will, trust, or estate by including language to this effect:
“I give, devise, and bequeath to Saint Mark’s Church, Locust Street, (insert
amount , percentage of estate, nature of gift, or remainder of estate) to be
used at the discretion of the Rector and the Vestry, (or for a designated
purpose).” For more information, please speak with Fr. Mullen.

20s/30s Spring Events
The Saint Mark’s 20s/30s have a busy Spring planned.
April’s Simple Supper will be at the home of Andrew Dial
in Spruce Hill, West Philadelphia. In May, we will join the
20s/30s of Old Saint Peter’s in the Parish Hall for Simple
Supper and a discussion on Scripture lead by their chaplain,
Fr. Sean Lanigan. Signup sheets for both events will be
sent via email to the 20s/30s.
Ellen Doster, Kaitlyn Pettengill, and Jeremy Hutcheson
are organizing soup-making nights for the month of
April to support our Soup Bowl. Volunteers are needed to
make soup together in the Parish Hall once a week.
All supplies will be provided. Contact Ellen Doster
at ellendoster@gmail.com for more information.

Finally, stay tuned for more details regarding our annual
Eastertide Retreat. All 20s/30s are welcome to attend our
events! If you are not already on the 20s/30s email list,
contact Matt Fischetti at mfischetti85@gmail.com
to be added.

THE LION’S MARK
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Fernanda
Guild is
Growing
A Conversation with
Julian of Norwich
“This beautiful word ‘mother’ is so sweet and
kind in itself that it cannot be attributed to
anyone but God,” Saint Julian of
Norwich declares.

The concept of God as Mother is an ancient
one but not one that we encounter regularly
in our liturgy. What would it mean for us to
imagine God as Mother? How could this
challenge us, comfort us, open up new
pathways in our prayer? Six hundred years
ago, Saint Julian of Norwich wrote faithfully
and beautifully about her understanding of
the feminine and the divine in her book Revelations of Divine Love, also called Showings.
It is a good thing for us to turn to her as our
teacher in this discussion. Join the Saint
Mark’s Fernanda Guild from 6 to 8 p.m. on
Tuesday, May 8, the Feast of Saint Julian, for
a discussion of The Showings of Julian of
Norwich in a new translation by Mirabai
Starr. You do not need to read the book to
attend, although you are most welcome to.
A light supper will be served. All who identify
as women are welcome to attend!
To RSVP, please contact Nancy Massey
at nancy@massey.net.

Neighbor Care
Church members coordinating dinner drop-offs for a fellow parishioner that had surgery.
Two church members meeting for the first time and realizing that they live in the same building.
Visiting a house-bound congregant who has limited social contact. These are three small examples
of the way Neighbor Care has come to life since Saint Mark’s launched it last summer.
The Neighbor Care initiative was conceived and implemented at the church to build connections
and care networks amongst parishioners in neighborhoods across the city and suburbs. The idea was
quite simple, establish local “clusters” to connect Saint Mark’s parishioners to their immediate
neighbors to create tight-knit networks of caring and connection. Through these clusters,
parishioners build relationships with other Saint Mark’s congregants in their neighborhood and
attend to each other’s needs and well-being. As the church grows, connecting parishioners to each
other across the church for support, through programs like Neighbor Care will become more and
more important.

Last year, Neighbor Care began with clusters being launched one by one, starting first with the
Broad Street neighborhood and then in Rittenhouse, Fairmount, Graduate Hospital, Old City,
South Philly, the Main Line and New Jersey. The neighborhood zones were defined by looking at
the Saint Mark’s members lists and organized to catch all members, with some of the clusters being
spread out and others being more focused and densely populated. From there, cluster leaders were
recruited and in turn reached out to the church members assigned to their groups inviting them to
participate in Neighbor Care.
The initiative thus far has been both designed and grown organically with some clusters merging
into others as needed and each group deciding how they wanted to bring Neighbor Care to life in
their respective neighborhoods. Some clusters have chosen a monthly/bi-monthly meeting model
where they come together to build relationships and attend to each other’s needs and others have
orchestrated a “buddy” system where the cluster leader and members alternately meet and check in
on each other on a regular basis. No matter which model the clusters choose, the goal is the same:
meet the needs of fellow parishioners and build relationships thus extending the Saint Mark’s
Church family outside the pews on Sunday morning and into the neighborhood and homes of
church members throughout the week. We are already seeing powerful ways Neighbor Care is
working in the church, connecting people across services, generations and backgrounds.
In the next few months, you will be hearing more about the Neighbor Care initiative in the Sunday
announcement sheet, on the website, and in church mailings. We invite you to learn more about this
initiative and to engage with the cluster in your neighborhood. To get connected with your cluster
leader and parishioners in your area contact cluster coordinators Julie Harris at
jeharris.7@gmail.com or Lindsey Bingaman at lindseyrbingaman@gmail.com.

On Palm Sunday the children of Saint
Mark's presented the Stations of the
Cross as a Passion Play
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Welcome Our
New Ministry
Resident
Gabi was born and raised in London,
U.K. to Brazilian parents. She
studied Theology and Biblical
Studies at the University of St
Andrews, Scotland. Her final year
thesis was on mystical spiritual
teachings, through the focus of the
classical Catholic contemplative
tradition of Saint John of the Cross,
Thomas Merton and in first personal testimonials from a
group of Carmelite Sisters in Scotland. She then went on to
complete her Postgraduate Diploma in Education, specializing in Religious, Moral and Philosophical Studies. Last year,
she served with Newark Acts as a kitchen manager/chef at the
Hoboken Shelter. She never thought she could say with confidence that she can cook a nutritious meal for over 100 grown
adults in under 2 hours… Besides cooking, you will most likely
find Gabi drinking tea and reading, taking photographs,
singing, playing her guitar and enjoying the outdoors.
She looks forward to getting to know the community at
Saint Mark’s, being immersed in a life of daily prayer and
continuing to serve Christ alongside those at Saint Mark’s in
the streets of Philadelphia.”

SAINT MARK’S CHURCH
PHILADELPHIA

1625 Locust Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
www.saintmarksphiladelphia.org

Contemplative Prayer
Every Thursday morning
from 8:15 to 8:45 a.m. we
gather in the Lady Chapel
for silent prayer, guided
by Mother Nora Johnson.
You don’t need to have
any experience in this
form of praying, and you
don’t need to be good at
it. We are all beginners
together! If you have
been longing for a chance
to deepen your practice of
prayer, and if you need
support to make that
happen, this is a great way
to get instruction and encouragement. Some like
to come for Low Mass at
7:30 a.m. and stay for
silent prayer; others stay
after for Morning Prayer
at 9:00 a.m. You can have
a
mini-retreat
any
Thursday morning at
Saint Mark’s.

